
You’ve come
to the right
place. Skip the
filter, feel the
confidence.

Makeup to elevate
your natural beauty  
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If you’ve ever desired to understand which makeup
styles and techniques  elevate your best features,
which products work with your skin, which
products give you that radiant ‘I woke up like this’
look , then a lesson is for you!

Makeup has advanced significantly in recent years.
You may find yourself reaching for the same
products you used 10/15 years ago that no longer
work for you and would love an update for a more
modern makeup routine. 

Perhaps you’ve always wanted to master a makeup
technique you’ve been unsure of and how to make
it work for your features.

Are you looking for tips and tricks that also work for
your day to day life? Perhaps you only have 5
minutes to do your makeup each day, or you enjoy
getting up earlier to put on a full face of your best
makeup. You may not wear makeup at all but
would love to. Whatever the requirement, a lesson
can help you  learn how to apply makeup  that
works for YOU. 

To me, the right makeup elevates our
natural beauty. Makeup is expression,
with it we have the freedom to
express who we are, feel confident
and powerful. Makeup can wake you
up in an instant, help you feel
brighter and give you the boost to
take on the day, whatever the world
throws your way. 

Why book a makeup lesson?



1:1 Makeup Lesson

£125*
2 hour session

This 1:1 lesson is customised to your makeup
needs and what you would like to achieve.

To begin we will have a consultation to
discuss what you would like to take away
from the lesson. We will go through your
current makeup bag/ products/ brushes
(don’t worry if you don’t have many!) 

We will discuss colours, what you are drawn
to but also what shades complement your
face and skin best.

Then we will go through a step by step
makeup application, during each step
focusing on what works for your features,
and shape to enhance using products
suited to your age and skin. I will
demonstrate each step on your face,
showing you which brushes to use + the
technique to achieve the desired look. The
products we use during the lesson can be a
mix of yours (if you already have some that
are lovely) and my high end makeup kit. It
may be you’d love  to try all new products
but if you already have some you love you
may want to learn how to use them better
rather than buying more after the lesson.
At the beginning of the lesson you will be
given a face chart and encouraged to make
notes  or take photos during the lesson.

01 |THE COMPLETE LOOK 

1:1 Lesson Specifics

1 hour session

 1:1 lesson will focus on achieving radiant and luminous skin. During
this step by step lesson. we will discuss and demonstrate corrective
and brightening techniques to give your skin that ‘I woke up like
this’ healthy glow. To begin we discuss how to correctly prep the
skin for makeup and move onto makeup products that help to
enhance your skin and achieve a more even and vibrant
complexion. This will include sculpting techniques to add shape
and dimension to your face as well as brush techniques that work
best on your skin and for your features. 

This lesson focuses on the complexion only.

*Make it Luxe: a full new makeup brush set given
to you at the start of the lesson and a list of
products used emailed to you after the lesson
(Additional £100)

*Take the look from day to night: Additional £30 

02|EYE MAKEUP (DAY LOOK) 
1 hour session

is 1:1 lesson focuses on a soft eye makeup look to ehance and define
your eyes. An eye makeup that can be adapted and worn day to day. 

We will discuss your eye shape and how to bring out the best in your
eyes using shades that complement them and your complexion. Each
step of the eye makeup application will be demonstrated on you whilst
explaining different eyeshadow  products and textures that work for
your eye area. This will include eye liner application to define the eyes.
We will focus on one eye look using specific shades that enhance your
eyes. The techniques demonstrated during this lesson will enable you
to take these techniques and adapt them at home using different
shades you love.

This lesson does not include false eye lash application.  

03|EYE MAKEUP (DAY TO NIGHT LOOK) 
1 hour 30 mins session

This  1:1 lesson focuses on a soft eye makeup look to ehance and define
your eyes and how to transition the look into an evening eye makeup.  

We will discuss your eye shape and how to bring out the best in your
eyes using shades that complement them and your complexion. Each
step of the eye makeup application will be demonstrated on you whilst
explaining different eyeshadow  products and textures that work for
your eye area. This will include eye liner application to define the eyes.
We will focus on two eye looks (day to evening) using specific shades
that enhance your eyes. The techniques demonstrated during this
lesson will enable you to take these techniques and adapt them at home
using different shades you love.

This lesson includes false eye lash application, strip or individual.

04| COMPLEXION  PERFECTION  

£70

£85

£70



£125*
05| 40+RADIANT MAKEUP 

2 hour session

This 1:1 lesson is designed for those gorgeous faces 40+ 
 
As our skin matures, so does our need for a change of products
and makeup techniques to maximise our natural beauty. Have
you been reaching for the same products and using the same
makeup techniques for the last 20 years? If you’d like a more
modern  approach to makeup and how to apply it using
techniques that work for your skin, it’s texture and colour, you
will enjoy a 1:1 lesson on learning how to adapt makeup products
and techniques that give you radiant skin and a polished
makeup application. It’s not about anti aging  (we all age!), it’s  
focused on techniques that make us feel brighter which can
give us a boost and confidence. It is those feelings that can help
us feel more youthful and express who we are.

To begin we will have a consultation to discuss what you would
like to take away from the lesson, any specific areas of your face
you’d like help with when it comes to makeup. We will go
through your current makeup bag/ products/ brushes (don’t
worry if you don’t have many!) We will discuss you’re skincare
routine and ways to add to your routine that will maximise
makeup results. 

We will discuss colours, what you are drawn to but also what
shades complement your face and skin best.

Then we will go through a step by step makeup application,
during each step focusing on what works for your features, and
shape to enhance using products suited to your age and skin. I
will demonstrate each step on your face, showing you which
brushes to use + the technique to achieve the desired look. The
products we use during the lesson can be a mix of yours (if you
already have some that are lovely) and my high end makeup kit.
It may be you’d love to try all new products but if you already
have some you love you may want to learn how to use them
better rather than buying more after the lesson.
At the beginning of the lesson you will be given a face chart and
encouraged to make notes or take photos during the lesson.

*Make it Luxe: a full new makeup brush set given to you at the
start of the lesson and a list of products used emailed to you
after the lesson (Additional £100)

*Take the look from day to night: Additional £30 

BOOK NOW 

To book your lesson 
get in touch 

via my contact 
page with your

 lesson requirements. 


